Lights & Vibration Somatosensory Tube
#3035

USER’S GUIDE
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1-800-832-8697
customer_support@enablingdevices.com

50 Broadway
Hawthorne, NY 10532
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www.enablingdevices.com

Instant rewards!
Perfect for developing grasping skills, localizing sound
and teaching cause and effect. Simply pick up the tube
(#3035 and #3030), hold it in a vertical position and it
instantly rewards you with glowing lights and soothing
vibrations. Our version (#402) adds music. All use reliable
solid-state technology. Size: 2½"D x 12"L. Requires 2 AA
Batteries. Weight: ¾ lb.
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Remove the vinyl end cap with the small hole on the
top, by holding the tip of the cap and gently pulling
and turning. Only one end cap will come off, exposing
the battery compartment and speed controller.
2. Pull the battery sleeve out of the tube by round cutout
in its base.

IMPORTANT NOTES:
If the unit fails to operate, or operates incorrectly, the
following steps should be performed:


Check batteries to ensure proper installation. If the
unit still does not work correctly after the batteries are
reconnected, replace all the batteries.



The lights on the
the tube do not shut off immediately,
rather they fade out slowly once the tube is placed
horizontally.

If you have any problems or questions about this unit or
any of our products, please call our Technical Assistance
Department at 1-800-832-8697.

3. Remove the black battery case cover by unscrewing
the Phillips head screw, then slide the cover off and
install two -AA batteries following proper (+) and (-)
markings. Replace cove and screw and slide sleeve
back in and reinstall the vinyl cap.
4. While holding the tube at an upright angle, adjust the
vibration speed control switch next to the round
cutout starting from right to left, settings are as
follows: HIGH/LOW/OFF vibration.
5. Reinstall the vinyl cover over the end of the tube.
Please Note: when rere -installing the
the battery sleeve
make sure to slide it just until it lines up with the
end of the clear tubing.
6. Simply turn the Lights and Vibration Sensory Tube to
a vertical position to enjoy the soothing vibrations and
glowing lights.
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